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was of that startling reality which characterizes the work
of the popular primitives such as Bombois, Peyronnet,
Kane, Sullivan and Vivin. In the dazzling sunlight a de-
tail such as a grilled gate or a defenceless bastion stands
out with hair-raising exactitude such as one sees only in
the paintings of the very great or the insane. Every inch
of Herakleion is paintable; it is a confused, nightmarish
town, thoroughly anomalous, thoroughly heterogeneous,
a place-dream suspended in a void between Europe and
Africa, smelling strongly of raw hides, caraway seeds, tar
and sub-tropical fruits. It has been brutalized by the Turk
and infected with the harmless rose water vaporings of
the back pages of Charles Dickens. It has no relation
whatever to Knossus or Phaestosj it is Minoa$ in the way
that Walt Disney's creations are American j it .is a car-
buncle on the face of time, a sore spot which one rubs like
a horse while asleep on four legs.
•    I had in my pocket a card of introduction to the lead-
ing literary figure of Crete, a friend of Katsimbalis. To-
wards evening I found him in the cafe where the Ger-
mans had been hatching their Wagnerian machinations.
I shall call him Mr. Tsoutsou as I have unfortunately   '
forgotten his name. Mr. Tsoutsou spoke French, Eng-     *  .
lish, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Portuguese,
Turkish, Arabic, demotic Greek, newspaper Greek and
ancient Greek. He was a composer, poet, scholar and lover
of food and drink. He began by asking me about James
Joyce, T. S. Eliot, Walt Whitman, Andre Gide, Breton,
Rimbaud, Lautreamont, Lewis Carroll, Monk Lewis,
Heinrich Georg and Rainer Maria Rilke. I say he asked
me about them, much as you would ask about a relative
or a mutual friend. He'spoke of them as if they were all
alive, which they are, thank God. I rubbed my head. He
started off on Aragon—had I read **Le Pays&n de*Paris?yy

